CARS PROFILE ID: 65560

PROFILE NAME: MCH REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH

DIVISION RESPONSIBLE: Division of Public Health (DPH)

PROFILE TYPE: Contract Controlled (F)

CONTRACT TYPE: Other

REIMBURSEMENT PERCENTAGE: 100.00

LIMITATIONS: Controlled to 6/12ths

EXPENSES ROLL TO THIS PROFILE FROM: N/A

EXPENSES ROLL FROM THIS PROFILE TO: N/A

EXPENSES ALLOCATE TO THIS PROFILE FROM: N/A

EXPENSES ALLOCATE FROM THIS PROFILE TO: N/A

CATALOG OF FEDERAL DOMESTIC ASSISTANCE (CFDA) NUMBER: 93.994

PROFILE DESCRIPTION: This program is funded from Appropriation 19400 Federal CFDA 93.994 and Appropriation 11000 State 435.65560. This program was changed from a FFY to a CY starting in CY 17. Due to this funding period change the funding control is changed from a 9-Month funding control to a 6-Month funding control.